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Abstract—Fast fault detection and reconfiguration of power converters is necessary in electrical drives to prevent further damage and to make the continuity of service possible. On the other hand, component minimized converters may provide the benefits of higher reliability and less volume and cost. In this paper, a new fault tolerant converter topology is studied. This converter has five legs before the fault occurrence, and after fault detection the converter continues to function with four legs. A very fast fault detection and reconfiguration scheme is presented and studied. Simulations and experimental tests are performed to evaluate the structure requirements, the digital reconfigurable controller and fault detection scheme. For experimental tests, the control and the fault detection and reconfiguration schemes are implemented on a single FPGA chip. Experimental and simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed fault tolerant topology and its FPGA-based control.

Index Terms—Five-leg converter, Open-switch fault, Fault tolerant control, Fault detection, Field Programmable Gate Array.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical machines employed in AC motor drive systems are usually fed by Voltage-Source Inverters (VSI), fed in many applications by controlled rectifiers. This type of drive system is sensitive to faults occurring in the rectifier or the inverter. Any failure in one of the power switches decreases the system performance and its effect can lead to hard failure. Therefore, when the fault occurs, the drive operation has to be stopped for an unforeseen maintenance. This is not acceptable in safety-critical cases where the continuous operation of system is a must. Examples of such systems are some processes in the military, aerospace and automotive industries like steering, fuel pumps and brake-by-wire systems [1-3]. To prevent unscheduled shutdown, real-time fault detection and converter reconfiguration schemes for power converters must be implemented.

In order to have a suitable response to a fault in one of the semiconductor devices, the first step is fast detection of the fault and its location. This is the subject of many earlier researches. Fault detection in a multilevel converter is studied in [4, 5]. A detection method for faults in IGBT switches based on gate signal monitoring is presented in [6]. Average values of three-phase currents are processed in [7] to detect an open-switch fault in a doubly-fed wind power converter. Open-circuit faults in matrix converters are studied in [8]. Nonlinear observers are used in [9] to detect open-switch faults in induction motor drives. Another method for detection of open-switch faults in voltage source inverters feeding AC drives based on analyzing the load currents is presented in [10]. In our earlier contribution [11, 12], a very fast detection scheme is proposed, using a “time and voltage criterion” which can detect and locate a fault in a few microseconds.

Once the fault and its location are detected, appropriate changes must take place in the converter topology. Several schemes are proposed as fault tolerant topologies for power converters. A survey of different fault tolerant structures is provided in [13]. In [14] an additional inverter leg replaces the faulty leg by using bidirectional switches. In [1] a hardware reconfiguration is presented which is realized by connecting the neutral point of the machine to the middle point of the DC-link capacitor. The proposed hardware reconfiguration presented in [15] is based on the connection of the DC-bus middle point to the phase which was linked to the faulty leg before its isolation. A fault tolerant three phase ac/ac converter is proposed for machine-supply application that uses three additional bidirectional switches [16]. In this topology after a fault, the 6-leg back to back converter becomes a 5-leg converter.

On the other hand, component minimized converters have been studied in a large number of papers in recent years [17, 18, 19]. These converters may provide the benefits of higher reliability and less volume and cost. One of these structures is the so-called five-leg converter [17]. This converter has been proposed in applications like independent control of two three-phase electrical machines [17, 18], component minimized AC/DC/AC converter [19] and 6-leg fault-tolerant converter [16]. It is also mentioned in [19] that in cases where input and output frequencies are the same, the five-leg converter is an
interesting replacement for the six-leg converter. Some examples of such applications are some uninterruptable power supplies and AC/DC distributed power applications. Therefore, the use of this topology might lead to reduction in complexity of the converter while providing the possibility of controlling two sides of the converter with a single controller, therefore reduction in costs. Overall, it is possible to see that this converter can be interesting as a fully controllable bidirectional AC/DC/AC converter.

Another component minimized converter is the four-leg converter which has been studied in few papers. In [20] a form of this converter has been suggested for an AC/AC conversion system. In [21] all the three possible structures of the four-leg converter are studied and the suitability of this converter is approved. It is shown that when the input and output frequencies are the same, reduction of the required DC-link voltage is possible. For a four-leg converter in the two cases out of three, one leg is shared between the two sides of the converter and one input or output phase is connected to the middle point of the DC-link. In the third case, both sides have a connection to the middle point of the DC-link [20].

In this paper, a new fault tolerant converter topology is presented which is tightly related to the five-leg and four-leg converters. In fact, before the fault occurrence, the converter is a five-leg converter. After an open-switch failure, using a corresponding triac, the structure is changed to the four-leg converter. Then an FPGA-based fault detection and reconfigurable control for this proposed topology is presented. Thanks to its parallel architecture, FPGA can run its tasks very quickly. Therefore, this type of digital target appears very suitable for implementation of the fault detection scheme. Besides, the high performance of FPGA for many power electronic and drive applications has been proved [22]. Moreover, by implementing both fault detection and converter control units on a single FPGA chip, the cost will be decreased.

In the following, in section II, a general overview of fault tolerant systems is presented. Then, in section III, for the proposed fault tolerant five-leg converter, all three possible cases of reconfiguration are considered and studied in detail. Fault detection method and reconfiguration control scheme are explained in section IV. For verification, first simulations are carried out using Matlab/Simulink. Then experimental tests are realized. The fault tolerant converter was built in our laboratory and the controller and fault detection scheme are implemented on an FPGA target and tested experimentally.

It is shown that in all cases of open switch faults, the studied detection scheme can detect the fault very quickly; the reconfigurable digital controller operates well before and after a fault occurrence, and the fault tolerant converter continues to supply the load even with an open circuit fault in one of the semiconductor switches.

II. FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS

In case of fault occurrence in sensors, actuators or other parts of a complex system, conventional systems may have undesirable performance. In applications where the need for safety, reliability and fault tolerance is high, it is necessary to anticipate the fault tolerance ability against unpredicted faults to increase the reliability and availability of the system while providing an acceptable performance. These types of systems are known as Fault Tolerant Systems (FTS). In other words, a fault tolerant system can maintain its stability and acceptable performance after a fault occurrence whereas the performance of the system in normal and post-fault conditions may be different. In the first case, the emphasis is on the quality of the system performance, whereas in the later case, the most important issue is to achieve a stable and acceptable (probably degraded) performance.

Fault tolerant systems are composed of different blocks. A Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) unit is the most essential part of any fault tolerant system. Its duty is to detect the fault occurrence, find its location and its magnitude. Once the fault is detected, suitable reaction must be performed in order to have acceptable performance in the system. Fig. 1 shows general fault tolerant system architecture. Upon the fault detection, the Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) block makes the suitable changes in the references, the controller and the system.

An FTS may be based on redundancy or not. In an FTS with redundancy, a redundant part will replace the faulty one, after fault detection and upon reconfiguration. In this case, by correctly designing the FTS, the same operation capability can be achieved after a fault occurrence. However in some cases, some degree of performance degradation is accepted. In these cases, a suitable reconfiguration might be enough to assure the minimum required performance. In Fig. 1, the redundant part and its switching mechanism are shown with dashed bounds, because they might be missing in some FTSs without redundancy.

After fault detection and isolation, a reconfiguration is necessary. Reconfiguration is required in both hardware and software parts of the system. Reconfiguration in the software part is consisted of modifying the references and the controller characteristics, if necessary. All required control signals are generated by the fault tolerant control block.

Fig. 2 shows the studied FTS. The system is composed of a three-phase electrical source and a three-phase load, with a

![Fig. 1. Fault tolerant system.](image)
fault tolerant five-leg converter between them. In this system, no redundant parts are used. Implementation is done on a single FPGA to assure very fast fault detection and reconfiguration. Hardware reconfiguration (converter) is done using additional triacs, which make it possible to change the structure from a five-leg converter to a four-leg one. Software reconfiguration is applied in the PWM generation unit, to generate the suitable switching commands as explained in the following.

III. FAULT TOLERANT FIVE-LEG CONVERTER TOPOLOGY

A. The proposed fault tolerant structure

The five-leg converter is studied in a few papers and different control schemes are proposed for it. It is shown that this converter is able to produce two sets of independent voltages to be used in applications like supplying two three-phase motors or loads, or AC/AC conversion systems. This converter has superior characteristics compared to other component-minimized topologies like nine-switch converter and half-bridge-based converters and its use might lead to lower capital cost compared to the conventional back to back converter [17]. However, like other conventional converters, this converter is also sensitive to the faults in its semiconductor devices. Therefore, if a five-leg converter is going to be used in an application that continuity of service or fault tolerance is important, fault compensation ability is mandatory.

To overcome this problem, a fault tolerant five-leg converter is proposed, studied and verified in this paper. This topology is not reported in the literature before. Also in order to have a fast and efficient transition after the fault occurrence, a reconfigurable control is presented for this proposed structure, which is explained later in detail. This proposed topology is shown in Fig. 3. It is consisted of a conventional five-leg converter and five additional bidirectional switches, placed between each leg and the middle point of the DC-link.

Fig. 2. Studied fault tolerant system.

Triacs are used as bidirectional switches in this study. The triacs should tolerate a voltage at least equal to \( V_{dc}/2 \) in normal operation of the converter, where \( V_{dc} \) is the DC-link voltage. When a triac is switched on, the phase current will pass through it. Five additional voltage sensors are necessary for fault detection. In normal operation, all triacs are switched off and the converter operates like a normal five-leg converter. However after an open-switch failure, the fault detection algorithm finds the location of the faulty switch, stops the faulty leg switching commands and triggers the corresponding triac. The converter is studied in more detail in normal and faulty conditions in the following.

B. Pre-fault operation (five-leg converter)

Before the fault occurrence, all triacs are switched off and the converter operates as a normal five-leg converter. Among the several PWM approaches for this topology, it seems that the suggested method in [17, 23] that uses all 32 possible voltage vectors of a five-leg converter, produces less voltage harmonics and is simpler and better suited for practical implementation. In this method a so called “double zero-sequence injection method” is used. Fundamental voltage reference signals \( v_{ij}^{0} (i = a, b, c; j = 1, 2) \) for both three-phase sides are calculated using methods like field oriented control or voltage oriented control [24, 25]. Then, for each three-phase reference, a zero sequence signal (ZSS) is added to this values to form the modulation signals (1). In fact ZSS does not change the output line-to-line and phase voltages, therefore it is used as a degree of freedom to reduce the current harmonics and improve the DC-bus utilization [17]. Here, the voltage references at the source-side are computed to have a DC-link regulation with unity power factor of the input currents, and the load-side voltage references are set to be balanced sinusoidal ones.

\[
v_{ij}(t) = v_{ij}^{0}(t) + v_{zss}(t)
\]

This is repeated for both sets of three-phase voltage references. Since we have 6 voltage references and only 5 legs, a reduction in the number of voltage references is necessary. Reduction in the number of voltage references is done in [26] using an inverse lookup table. In [17], this is done by adding another ZSS in accordance to the converter configuration in five-leg mode. This method is used here. For the healthy operation of the five-leg converter shown in Fig. 3, the five voltage references are calculated as :

Fig. 3. Proposed fault tolerant five-leg topology.
\[ v_1 = v_{a1} + v_{c2} \]
\[ v_2 = v_{b1} + v_{c2} \]
\[ v_3 = v_{c1} + v_{c2} \]
\[ v_4 = v_{a2} + v_{c1} \]
\[ v_5 = v_{b2} + v_{c1} \]

where \( v_1 \) to \( v_5 \) are the corresponding voltage references for legs 1 to 5.

Since the same signal is added to all three reference values of each side, it does not affect the fundamental output voltage on that side. Fig. 4 shows the principle of this method.

In the PWM block, the gating signals are generated by comparing the voltage references with a high frequency triangular carrier. It can be shown that in this case, the pulsewidths \( \tau_i (i = 1 \text{ to } 5) \) corresponding to the switching commands of the upper switch of the converter legs are equal to:

\[ \tau_i = \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{v_i}{V_{dc}} \right) T \]

where \( T \) is the switching period.

C. Post-fault operation (four-leg converter)

After a fault occurrence, the detection scheme will localize the fault and stop the switching commands of the faulty leg switches and then will trigger the corresponding triac. Therefore after the reconfiguration, the converter will continue to work with only four healthy legs. It should be noted that based on the location of the fault, three different post-fault topologies are possible. For all of them, in a similar manner to PWM for five-leg converter, the control of four-leg converter using proper ZSS injection is possible. However, for each structure of four-leg converter, a different ZSS injection is required.

Case 1: let’s consider that the fault occurs in one of the two “input legs” (leg 1 or 2). In this case and after the fault, the reconfiguration will take place by connecting the corresponding input phase to the middle point of the DC-link, as is shown in Fig. 5 for a fault in the leg 1. Considering that the voltage references for the source side and the load side are respectively \((v_{a1}, v_{b1}, v_{c1})\) and \((v_{a2}, v_{b2}, v_{c2})\), using a ZSS addition method based on the method proposed in \([16, 17]\), new voltage references for legs 2 to 5 are calculated as below, in which the new voltage references are marked by asterisks:

\[ v_2^* = v_{b1} - v_{a1} \]
\[ v_3^* = v_{c1} - v_{a1} \]
\[ v_4^* = v_{a2} - v_{c1} - v_{a1} \]
\[ v_5^* = v_{b2} - v_{c1} - v_{a1} \]

These voltages are the inputs of a PWM unit, which will provide the switching commands for the legs 2 to 5. For a fault in the leg 2, similar method will be used to calculate the new voltage references for the legs 1, 3, 4 and 5. Fig. 6 shows the principle of new voltage reference generation for the PWM unit in the case of a fault in leg 1.

Case 2: we consider now a fault occurring in the common leg. After triggering the corresponding triac, the structure will be changed to a four-leg converter consisting of two half bridge converters. Fig. 7 shows the converter topology in this case. This converter is well studied in the literature and different control schemes are available for it \([20]\). In a simple approach, using a ZSS addition, new voltage references are calculated by:

![Fig. 4. Principle of PWM module for (a) a three-leg converter, (b) for the 5-leg converter with leg “3” shared between two sides (as shown in Fig. 3).](image)

![Fig. 5. Reconfigured topology when the leg 1 is faulty.](image)

![Fig. 6. Principle of PWM and new reference voltage generation for the four healthy legs after a fault in the leg 1.](image)

![Fig. 7. Reconfigured topology when the common leg is faulty.](image)
noticed that this case is somehow similar to case 1. It should be noted that after the fault detection, not only the structure, but also the control system must be changed. In fact, in healthy or faulty cases, the controls of both converters are not the same and must be changed as quickly as possible to avoid any discontinuity or transient in the currents. FPGAs are good candidates for the fulfillment of this requirement, as they can execute quasi-instantaneously these tasks [11]. Therefore, in this paper, control and fault detection schemes are implemented into a single FPGA, as explained later in part IV.

### Voltage production capability

It should be noted that in all fault cases, the voltage production capability of the four-leg converter may be lower than that of the five-leg converter. Therefore either the DC-link voltage in the post-fault converter should be initially high enough (or it could be increased) to maintain the same capability of the pre-fault converter, or the post-fault converter can operate with a reduced power level to assure the balanced operation of the drive until the maintenance. Table I presents the maximum producible voltages by the converter in five and four-leg modes. In this table, \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \) represent the amplitudes of the phase voltages at the two AC sides of the converter. The provided results are obtained by considering the inequalities between the DC-link voltage and the voltages at the two sides of the converter, which must be satisfied for converter controllability. As an example for the studied reconfigured converter at case 3 (Fig. 8), it is possible to form the mentioned inequalities and it can be verified that the limiting criteria is as:

\[
|v_{a10}| < V_{dc}/2 \quad (7)
\]

\[
v_{a10} = v_{a1} - v_{c1} + v_{c2} - v_{d2} = v_{a1n1} - v_{c1n1} + v_{c2n2} - v_{d2n2} \quad (8)
\]

where \( n_1, n_2 \) are the neutral points at two sides of the converter. From (8) it may be concluded that in this case:

\[
\sqrt{3}V_1 + \sqrt{3}V_2 < V_{dc}/2 \quad (9)
\]

For the other cases, same calculations can be easily made to obtain the voltage production capabilities, as it is provided in table I [16, 21].
After reconfiguration, the switches currents will remain the same, and the current of faulty phase will pass through the capacitors of the DC-link.

IV. FAULT DETECTION AND RECONFIGURABLE CONTROL

A reconfigurable control structure is necessary for the proposed fault tolerant converter. The reconfigurable control structure is shown in Fig. 10. It is consisted of two voltage reference generation units, the “fault detection and compensation” unit and two PWM units for five-leg and four-leg modes. The core of this structure is the “fault detection and reconfiguration unit”. Its role is to detect the fault and its location, and to send the appropriate switching commands to the switches and the triacs. The four-leg PWM generation unit uses the voltage references and the fault’s location to calculate the suitable gate signals for the switches in post-fault converter, as explained in section III.C.

In the “fault detection and compensation unit”, fault is detected based on the difference between measured and estimated pole voltages. These voltages are shown in Fig. 11 by \( V_{k,om} \) where \( k \in \{a_1, b_1, c(c_3, c_2), a_2, b_2\} \) are the middle points of the converter legs and “o” is the middle point of DC-link (see Fig. 3). \( V_{k,om} \) indicates the measured pole voltages, while \( V_{k,o,est} \) shows the estimated values of pole voltages.

Here open circuit faults are studied. The estimated voltages are calculated based on the switch commands and the DC-link voltage. The switching command for the upper switch of the leg \( k \) is shown as \( T_k \) in Fig. 11. \( T_k = 0 \) indicates that the switch is commanded to be open, whilst \( T_k = 1 \) means that the switch is commanded to be closed. The switch commands in each leg are complementary.

Because of the non ideal behavior of drivers and switches, there will be always delays and dead times, which means that the estimated and measured pole voltages are not always equal, even in normal operation of converter. Therefore two adjustments have been used: a comparator is used to determine if the difference between the measured and estimated voltages is large enough to be considered as an error and a time criterion is also used to compensate for delays and dead times in the system. This is shown in Fig. 11 for the leg \( k \). The error signal is observed in a time window, and if it is always greater than a constant value \( h \) for a long enough time \( (N \text{ period}) \), then one can be sure that there is a fault. This observation time should be longer than the overall delay caused by the sensors, drivers, controller and switches to prevent false fault detection. Fig. 12 shows the state diagram of the fault detection scheme that is implemented on the FPGA.

It is worth mentioning that although only open circuit faults are discussed here, short circuit faults in IGBTs can be detected as well by using fast acting fuses in series with each IGBT. In fact in this protection scheme, a short circuit fault will finally result in an open circuit condition, as it is explained and experimentally approved in [27]. Therefore the fault can be effectively detected. On the other hand, in our detection approach the IGBT’s failure is realized for the set of “driver+switch”. Therefore once a fault in a driver or in a switch is occurred, the “driver+switch” cannot perform the desired action, and the fault must be detected. Since the effect is the same for fault detection, nothing differentiates the failure in the driver from that in the switch. In another words, it is not important if the fault has occurred in the driver or in the switch itself. Therefore a fault in the driver will be detected as well.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulations are carried out using Matlab/Simulink in order to verify the behavior of the proposed fault-tolerant converter. The converter is placed between a three-phase source and a three phase load. The source side voltage references are calculated from a source-voltage oriented control scheme that tends to control the DC-link voltage with a unity power factor at the point of connection to the source [28]. A three-phase RL

![Fig. 10. Proposed reconfigurable control.](image1)

![Fig. 11. Fault detection scheme.](image2)
impedance is placed between the source and the converter. Load side voltage references are sinusoidal balanced three phase voltages. System parameters are provided in Table II. Simulations are done for all three possible cases of fault.

Case 1: in this case, an open switch fault is applied at the leg 1. Fig. 13 shows the output of the counter (Fig. 11) after the fault occurrence. N is considered to be equal to 32, to be large enough to prevent any false fault detection. This value is actually calculated based on the delay times of the real system, which is later introduced in part VI. Also in this figure, the input current $i_{a1}(t)$ of the phase “a1” is provided, to clarify the effect of the fault and converter reconfiguration on this current. Fig. 14 shows the input current of the phase “a1” which was connected to the faulty leg, and also the output current $i_{b2}(t)$ of the leg 5 before and after the fault. The moment of fault occurrence is shown with a vertical dashed line. It can be seen that the converter continue to work normally.

**TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source side</th>
<th>Source voltage: 50 Hz, 60 $V_{l-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input impedance: $R_f = 0.4 \Omega$, $L_f = 3 \text{mH}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-link</td>
<td>Capacitance: 2200 $\mu$F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load side</td>
<td>$V_{\text{ref}} = 50 \ V_{l-1}$, 60 Hz, $R_l = 2.75 \Omega$, $L_l = 9 \text{mH}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault detection parameters</td>
<td>N=32 ; h= 20 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>8 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One can notice that the THD of source-side (input) current is increased after reconfiguration. One way of explaining this behaviour is by analyzing the applied voltage waveforms on the load and source sides and by observing their harmonic contents. Fig. 15 shows the phase voltages at the two sides of converter for case 1.

$V_{k,i}$ $(k \in \{a, b, c\}, i \in \{1,2\})$, are the phase voltages at the two sides of the converter. As it is visible, after the reconfiguration, the voltage waveforms at the faulty side are changed and have more harmonics, since the phase voltages have no longer a five-step form, and have only 3 or 4-step forms. Therefore after the reconfiguration, more harmonics will appear in the faulty side phase voltages. This leads directly to more harmonics in the corresponding currents. However, since in our study the priority is continuous service and fault tolerance, the slight increase in THD is not a major concern.

DC-link voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 16, which shows that this voltage is well controlled after the
reconfiguration as well.

Case 2: when a fault happens in the common leg, the reconfiguration of the Fig. 7 takes place upon the fault detection. In this case, the fault detection signal and the counter’s output are shown in Fig. 17. In Fig. 18 the currents of the input and output phases which are connected to the common leg before and after the fault are given. DC-link voltage is shown in Fig. 19. Again the converter is not affected by this fault.

Case 3: when the fault occurs in one of the output phases, the reconfiguration of the Fig. 8 takes place after the fault detection. Fig. 20 shows the fault detection process. Fig. 21 shows the current of the input current \(i_{a1}(t)\) and the current of the output phase which was connected to the faulty leg \(i_{b2}(t)\). DC-link voltage is shown in Fig. 22. Again like two previous cases, in this case the converter is able to continue to supply the load after fault detection and reconfiguration.

Therefore it can be concluded that in all cases, the fault tolerant five-leg converter is able to supply the load after the occurrence of an open switch fault in one of its switches.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

An experimental set-up, given in Fig. 23, is used in order to evaluate the performance of the studied fault tolerant five-leg converter. Fault detection and control schemes for this converter are implemented on a single FPGA. The FPGA implementation procedure is explained briefly here, and the details are available in our earlier publications [11, 29, 30]. After the discrete simulations with Simulink, simulation with Altera DSP Builder blocks are performed. Simulink blocks are replaced with proper DSP Builder blocks and for the exchange of data between DSP Builder and Simulink blocks, proper input/output blocks are used. Using DSP Builder allows us to have visual programming and to translate it to HDL form very easily. The VHDL design is later compiled using Quartus software and uploaded on the Altera FPGA board via a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) interface. Here, a Stratix DSP S80 development board is used, which includes the Stratix EP1S80B956C6 FPGA chip. This chip contains 79,040 programmable logic elements. The development board has an on-board 80-MHz oscillator.

In the experimental set-up, the same component values as in
the simulations are used, and the switching frequency is equal to 4 kHz. The IGBTs are SKM50GB123D which are commanded by SKHI22A drivers. A 2200 μF capacitance is placed at the DC-link. Side 1 of the converter is connected to a three-phase sinusoidal source via a three phase inductance of 3 mH and resistance of 0.4 Ω. A three-phase RL load with minimum resistance of 2.75 Ω and inductance of 9 mH is connected to the Load side of the converter. N=30 is chosen for fault detection, so the detection time is equal to 30 μs. This value is chosen to be sufficiently larger than all delays in the control loop, still small enough to make possible fast fault detection. The open switch fault is applied by cutting the diver commands to the switch.

Experiments are performed for all three possible cases of failure. First, a fault in a source side phase is considered (case 1). A fault is applied in the leg 1 of the converter. Fig. 24 shows a zoomed view of the fault occurrence moment and its detection as well as the faulty-phase’s current. Fault is detected quickly. Fig. 25 shows the currents of the triggered triac, the leg 1 (input current) and the leg 4 (load current). A zoomed view of the Fig. 25 is provided in Fig. 26. Clearly the converter can continue its operation after fault detection and reconfiguration with minimum affection from the fault.

Harmonic analysis of the converter currents in this case showed that the THD of the faulty phase current \( i_{a1} \) is increased from 2.91% to 4.29%, while no significant changes in the THD of other legs is registered.

Fig. 27 shows the essentials waveforms for fault detection. The estimated voltage \( V_{a1,est} \) can be obtained from the switching command \( T_3 \) and the DC-link voltage. The up-counter output which is used for fault detection (see Fig. 11) is shown in this figure as well. This up-counter’s output is provided using one of the digital to analog converters of the development board. In faulty operation of the converter when the difference between the measured and estimated pole voltages is large enough, the counter’s output starts to increase and when it reaches N=30, a fault is declared. It should be remarked that the low-amplitude peaks in the counter’s waveform are correctly not considered as a fault.

For the second case, which is a fault in the common leg, the tests are repeated and the resulted waveforms are shown in Figs. 28 and 29. Fig. 28 shows the currents of the input and output phases which are connected to the common leg, as well as the current of the corresponding triac. Fig. 29 shows the fault detection signals in case 2. The fault detection and reconfiguration is
effective in this case as well. The THD for \( i_{a1} \) and \( i_{a2} \) is increased slightly from 3.55% and 3.45% to 4.16% and 7.28% respectively.

Finally for a fault in the load side (case 3), the experimental results are shown in Figs 30 and 31. Here the fault is applied to the leg 5. Currents of the output phase which was connected to this leg (\( i_{b2} \)) and the leg 1 which is an input phase, as well as the current of the corresponding triac are provided in Fig 30. Fig. 31 shows the detection signals in this case. It is visible that once again, fault detection and reconfiguration is fast and effective. Again in this case, the THD of the faulty phase is increased after reconfiguration. THD of \( i_{b2} \) is increased from 4.40% to 9.74%, while the THD of \( i_{a1} \) is remained constant (3.28% to 3.27%). THD of the other load phase (\( i_{a2} \)) shows only a slight increase from 4.83% to 5.63%.

Based on these experimental results, it can be concluded that fast fault detection and smooth reconfiguration is possible...
for this fault tolerant topology, and that the converter can continue supplying the load for a balanced operation, even after an open-switch fault in one of its switches. The THD of the faulty phase may increase after reconfiguration, but since the most important aspect here is the continuity of service and fault tolerance, the slight increase in the currents THD is not a major concern.

VII. CONCLUSION

Five-leg converter is an interesting component minimized converter, however it is sensible to a failure in one of its semiconductor switches. In this paper, a fault tolerant five-leg converter is proposed which will continue to operate with four legs after an open-switch fault. An FPGA-based reconfigurable control is proposed for this topology. In the proposed method, it is possible to implement both the control and the fault detection tasks on a single FPGA chip. Using this approach, fast detection and reconfiguration is possible, and an increase in the cost of system due to the use of two digital targets is avoided. For evaluation, first all possible cases of fault are studied and the simulated using Matlab/Simulink. Then the fault detection and then the proposed reconfigurable control schemes are implemented on an FPGA board and fully experimental tests are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed topology and its control for all three possible cases. Simulation and experimental results show that the fault tolerance is achieved and that the converter can continue to supply the load in all cases.
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